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NPS RM57
The situation with the National Park

Service's RM 57 program of medical
standards has now reached the point where
the US House of Representatives favors
the position of the Fraternal Order of
Police and wants the NPS to change.

Thanks to the hard work of many Lodge
members, and particularly those of the
Lodge RM57 Committee, the House
subcommittee

which

deals

with

the

Budget of the NPS has urged
"grandfathering" of all officers on duty
when the program was put into effect.
"The Committee is concerned about the

effect that the RM-57 Policy related to
medical standards for park rangers is
having on the morale of all rangers and on
the retention ofexperienced and otherwise
qualified rangers. The Committee
encourages the Service to consider
additional changes to the standards
including applying the standards to new
applicants only."

Representatives Nethercutt of WA and
Regula of OH deserve the grateful thanks
and support from the members of this
Lodge. The representatives and their staffs
time taken from other duties - to listen to

personnel under special retirement
provisions (5 U.S.C. 8412(d)). When law
enforcement personnel are unable to
successfully carry out their assigned duties
as a result of a physical impairment or
medical condition,the Washington Office,

us, evaluate our claims and concerns, and

Director

take this action of our behalf. This is an

Investigations (for employees assigned to
the Washington Office) or the Special
Agent in Charge (for employees assigned
to a Region) may,at any time, require that
employee to undergo a fitness for duty

have taken substantial amounts of time -

unusual step for Congress to take, they do
not enjoy micro-managing, but they
recognize that the NPS is not managing the
law enforcement program in a manner to
promote efficiency and to achieve agency
missions.

NPS management has long maintained,and
we at the Lodge have opposed, that all
officers muct be brought under RM57. We
have been told it's impossible to
"grandfather" existing employees. We
believe the opposite is true.
In a discussion with a manager of law
enforcement at the US Forest Service, the

Lodge was told that is was illegal to impose
standards on an existing workforce and that
new standards should only apply to new
hires.

The Lodge has recently learned that
Senator John Warner of VA will not only
support the House language but will work

Here are relevant sections from the US

Forest Service Health & Fitness standards

to see that this language is preserved in the

that went into effect after the NPS RM57:

US Senate.

"5373.41 - Pre-Employment Medical
Examination Not Required. Forest Service
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law enforcement persoimel are exemptfrom
the pre-employment medical examination
requirement provided they occupy a fulltime law enforcement position with the

of

Law

Enforcement

and

medical examination for the purpose of

evaluating the employee's fitness and
ability to successfully carry out the
assigned duties. All fitness for duty
medical

examinations

shall

be

in

accordance with agency standards and
procedures for medical examinations
(FSM 5374.3)."

All existing officers of the USFS were
grandfathered into the system. The Lodge
has long maintained, and are now being
supported by Congress and other federal
agencies, that the NPS can only remove
officers for medical and physical
conditions that adversely affect
performance. This is nothing new: It's the
way business has been done for decades
and is the only fair way to proceed. The
annual review process says definatcly
whether or not an officer can "safely
perform the key elements of the position
with or without accomodation" and to
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USDA Forest Service prior to the effective

make officersjump through medical hoops
at mid-careeer is demeaning, injurious to
morale and agency mission, and
downright unnecessary and a waste of
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date of Amendment 5300-2000-12(July 27,

taxpayer money.
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2000).
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The Lodge will support any member
5374.11 - Fimess for Duty Medical

whose annual appraisals and consulting

Examinations. Fitness for duty examination

physicians say he/she is fit for duty and

standards apply to all law enforcement

the NPS - without medical documentation

